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High-velocity collisions from the lunar cataclysm
recorded in asteroidal meteorites
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
1. Interpreting ancient 40Ar-39Ar ages: Are they from parent body cooling, impacts, or both?
The process or processes that created the most ancient 40Ar-39Ar reset ages in stony meteorites, ranging
from 4.3-4.56 ago, is currently a fascinating topic of discussion. There are two schools of thought on
what happened to meteorite parent bodies at this time.
In a recent review article, (2) argued that most ordinary chondrite 40Ar-39Ar ages in this interval were
unlikely to have been reset by impact. Instead, he believes these ages probably reflect the closure of the
40
Ar-39Ar system via cooling after parent body metamorphism. In support of this, he points out that the
timing of these events, many tens to a few hundreds of Myr after the formation of the first solids at
~4.568 Gyr ago (48), appear to broadly correspond to modeling work of the thermal evolution of
chondritic parent bodies (e.g., 49). In addition, many H-chondrites appear to have cooling trends that
would suggest they were produced in an undisturbed “onion-layer” system, with hotter materials in the
interior cooling slowly and colder materials nearer the surface cooling more rapidly (21,50,51).
On the other hand, there is considerable evidence in the meteorite record for impacts taking place at
this same time (shock veins, melt pockets, mixtures of metal and sulfides, agglutinates, etc.; 52,53).
Thus, even if some meteorite parent bodies managed to go largely undisturbed from a internal thermal
standpoint, their surface and upper layers were still susceptible to the effects of collisions, with impact
heating and 40Ar-39Ar reset age events beginning early in solar system history (e.g. 2).
As evidence, consider that several ancient impact melt clasts have been found in the L- and Hchondrites, along with some meteorites that have experienced whole-rock metamorphism (e.g.,
3,40,41,54). In fact, (52) claims that about half of all of the known impact-melted ordinary chondrite
materials appear to have formed > 4.4 Gyr ago. In addition, several iron meteorite groups with silicate
clasts have also experienced ancient impact heating events (e.g., IAB irons, IIE irons; see 2). In terms
of undisturbed onion-layer cooling for meteorite parent bodies, there is limited evidence for this
beyond the H-chondrites, and even the H-chondrites themselves show signs that there was some
regional mixing of petrographic types by impacts before the samples cooled below 800 K (e.g. 55,56).
In fact, (56) claims that the cooling rates of brecciated and unbrecciated chondrites suggests that the H,
L, and LL parent bodies were disrupted and reassembled during metamorphism.
For Vesta, the likely parent body of most HEDs, (57) find evidence in zircons derived from eucrites
that energetic impact events took place several tens of Myr after Vesta differentiated. The ages of these
events are similar to a narrow spike of 40Ar-39Ar ages at 4.45 Gyr ago found among the unbrecciated
eucrites that may also be related to at least one powerful impact event (2).
The most straightforward interpretation of the data is that parent body cooling and impacts both play a
role in producing ancient 40Ar-39Ar ages. This scenario is not only consistent with what we know about
the thermal histories of asteroids, but also with the implications of planet formation models.
Specifically, the ancient 40Ar-39Ar ages take place at the same time as terrestrial planet formation, when
planetary embryos and protoplanets were scattering planetesimals across the inner solar system (e.g.
13). It is almost unavoidable that some leftover planetesimals would have been scattered onto highly
eccentric orbits where they could batter primordial main belt asteroids at high impact velocities.
Accordingly, the ancient 40Ar-39Ar ages of meteorites, if interpreted correctly, may provide critical
constraints for these processes.
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2. Eucrite and howardite petrological types and their 40Ar-39Ar age ages.
Additional insights into 40Ar-39Ar age reset processes on asteroids can be gleaned by examining the
petrological types of the well-sampled eucrite and howardite meteorite classes (Fig. S1). The plot
shows several eucrites with ages from ~4.45 Gyr ago, many which come from unbrecciated, cumulate
and monomict eucrites. The interesting question is how these samples managed to avoid brecciation or
impact alteration processes over the subsequent 4.45 Gyr ago.
It has been argued (2) (see also references therein) that a large impact on Vesta 4.45 Gyr ago would
eject warm fragments into the primordial main belt, where they would undergo rapid cooling. From
there, the fragments would be unlikely to undergo extensive shock heating from impacts, mainly
because small bodies readily lose ejecta during impact events (e.g. 58). This scenario would also
potentially explain the ancient ages and properties of the angrite meteorites (58). The issue then
becomes whether these bodies can survive 4.45 Gyr ago of collisional and dynamical evolution.
A second scenario is that the ancient eucrites were reset at depth, where they could have escaped
brecciation, and then were ejected by a later impact event (possibly the Rheasilvia basin formation
event ~1 Gyr ago; 35). The process of Ar reset at depth may also have occurred in more recent times
because a handful of unbrecciated eucrites have ages between 3.5-4.1 Gyr ago.

Figure S1. 40Ar-39Ar ages of eucrites and
howardites (see Fig. 1 for references). Each
dated sample is reported with a gaussian
profile with center and width corresponding
to the most probable age and 1-σ error.
Profiles are color coded according to the
class of the parent meteorites (retrieved from
the on-line Meteoritical Bulletin database,
Oct. 2011): unbrecciated eucrite (E-unbr),
cumulate eucrite (E-cm), polymict (E-pmict)
and
monomict
eucrites
(E-mmict),
brecciated eucrite (E-br) and howardites
(How). The black curve is the sum
probability distribution obtained by the sum
of all gaussians divided by 5. Most eucrites
that show few signs of impact alteration
(unbrecciated, cumulate, monomict) have
ages of about 4.45 Gyr ago. Interestingly, a
few have younger ages, possibly suggesting
that some impacts produce heating at depth.
Note also that the thermal history of the
samples may affect the height of the y-axis values, but not the ages displayed on the x-axis (the same
comment apply to Fig. 1).
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3. On the selection effects and sampling biases of lunar and asteroid samples.
One difficulty in comparing the 40Ar-39Ar ages of lunar and asteroid samples is properly accounting for
selection effects and sampling biases. Consider the following issues, which is only a partial description
of everything there is to think about:
→ The 40Ar-39Ar ages of rocks that are indigenous to a surface can only be as old as the surface itself.
Thus, if a particular region on the Moon or an asteroid is only 3 Gyr old, the 40Ar-39Ar ages of rocks
indigenous to that surface have to be 3 Gyr or younger. This sets limits on how the age distributions
from some surfaces should be interpreted.
→ Lunar samples collected by the Apollo astronauts or the Luna spacecraft have, in some cases, an
unknown origin, and may have been thrown to the collection site as ejecta. This raises the issue of
whether samples are more likely to come from nearby local craters or from distant basins (and which
ones). The data used in this work are from: for the Apollo 16 (85 ages) (10,59-66). For the lunar
meteorites (57 ages) (4,67-71).
→ In a related manner, all of the Apollo and Luna samples were collected from the nearside of the
Moon. This makes it possible that some rocks are either ejecta from or rocks affected by a few major
impact events (e.g., the formation of Imbrium basin).
→ Lunar meteorites probably came from small individual cratering events that occurred very recently,
according to interpretations of both their physical properties and their short cosmic-ray exposure (CRE)
ages (most < 1 Myr; 43,72,73). They are thought to provide a random sample of nearside and farside
terrains (4). The 40Ar-39Ar ages of the impact melt clasts in lunar meteorites, however, are probably
samples of much smaller impact events than those found in certain Apollo samples, which in some
cases are from basin-forming events.
→ On the Moon, and perhaps on asteroids, the surface rocks are biased toward younger ejecta that
happens to be on or near the surface; this allows them to be ejected by small impact events (e.g. 73).
Younger ejecta buries older rocks and makes them less accessible. Moreover, older samples are more
likely to be broken down and obliterated by impacts (74). This should produce a bias toward younger
samples.
→ The HEDs are thought to come from the Vesta family in the main belt, most which was probably
produced by the ~1 Gyr old Rheasilvia basin forming event (36). The immediate precursors of the
HEDs are thought to arrive at Earth through a combination of a collisional cascade within the Vesta
family (which creates meteoroids), Yarkovsky thermal drift processes (which transfers the meteoroids
to resonances), and the effects of main belt resonances (which delivers the meteoroids to Earth-crossing
orbits). This means that collisional and dynamical processes in the main belt can strongly affect what
is arriving on Earth today.
→ The location of the H-chondrite parent body (HPB) is unknown but is probably located in the
inner/central main belt; this is the easiest way to explain a host of constraints, including the CRE ages
of the meteorites, the large fraction of meteorite falls that are H-chondrites, etc. (e.g. 75). It is plausible
that the parent body hit by something big in the past, and that its meteoroids come from an H-chondrite
family (76). It is also plausible that the HPB is still intact, and that the meteoroids are ejecta from
cratering events on the HPB (77). The immediate precursors of the H-chondrites also have to use the
same dynamical processes as the HEDs to reach Earth.
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→ Most impact heating events capable of producing 40Ar-39Ar ages on main belt asteroids come from
highly eccentric projectiles that can strike at V>10 km/s. Our work shows these events are rare, and
most asteroid impacts do not produce much heating. For the Moon, however, the majority of impactors
over the last 4.1 Gyr have hit at V>10 km/s, with their mean impact velocities near 20 km/s (12,28).
This means that the majority of lunar projectiles produce some substantial heating, though how much
depends on the impactor’s orbit and size. Between 4.1-4.55 Gyr ago, however, the mean impact
velocity of objects striking the Moon may only have ~12 km/s (12,15). This difference is interesting,
and might partially explain the relative paucity of 40Ar-39Ar ages on the Moon older than 4.1-4.2 Gyr
ago.
These factors must influence the 40Ar-39Ar age distributions from Fig. 1, but how they should be
weighted with respect to one another when interpreting the data is unclear. Given this, it is perhaps a
surprise that the Fig. 1 distributions from the HEDs, H-chondrites, lunar meteorites, and Apollo
samples are even remotely similar to one another. This may suggest that most of these selection effects
and sampling biases, while important, are manageable if caution is employed and the questions asked
of the data are carefully posed. For instance, a common feature of those age distributions is the
presence of an uptick at about 4.1-4.2 Gyr ago (Fig. 1), although this age cannot be precisely
determined given the uncertainties involved. Still, the reader should always keep in mind that these
curves are constructed from a collection of impact-reset ages, and cannot be used to quantitatively
estimate the impact flux. At best, they can be used to qualitatively evaluate changes in the impact flux
and/or impact conditions.
To explore, at least in part, how some of the above processes may alter impact-reset age distributions,
we wrote a simplistic terrain evolution code and simulated the formation of craters over a generic
region. Each crater that lands can reset a circular area that is proportional to the surface area of the
crater. The reset area depends on the impact velocity. For illustrative purposes, we assume all impacts
occurred at the same velocity. Impacts are randomly drawn from an exponential temporal decay curve
(such as that of Fig. 4a).
Our results are shown in Fig. S2 for three different levels of cratering. For each simulation we recorded
(i) the distribution of all impact times and (ii) the distribution of impact ages still surviving on the
surface at the end of the simulation. In scenario 1, we find that when a few impacts take place (lefthand panels), the distributions of impact times and impact ages are fairly similar one to each other; the
stochastic nature of the events tends to obscure signs of the original exponential decay. In scenario 2,
when more craters are formed (middle panels), both distributions resemble the original exponential
decay, although the impact age distribution shows an excess of younger events due to crater
superposition. Finally, in scenario 3, where heavy crater saturation takes place (right-hand panels), the
distribution of recorded ages is more like a Maxwellian distribution and is skewed toward young ages.
Moreover, the destruction of unaffected terrains means we are prevented from investigating the oldest
times. This scenario corresponds to the so-called “brick wall” effect expected for heavily battered
terrains (e.g. 74).
Testing a range of conditions, our results suggest the HEDs and H-chondrite patterns in Figs. 1 and S1
are more likely to come from scenario 1 (relatively few 40Ar-39Ar resetting impacts) than scenarios 2 or
3. This is consistent with our modeling results in the main text, where the number of high velocity
impactors that hit Vesta or the HPB after 4.1 Gyr ago is relatively low, as is the spatial density of
affected terrains compared to the surface area in question.
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In scenario 2 (middle panels), the probability of detecting the exponential decay of the impactor
population correlates with the number of 40Ar-39Ar impacts in the simulation; more impacts means more
sampling. This suggests that to get a “flat” age distributions like those observed, the number of
resetting events sampled has to be low or that some other bias is needed.
In scenario 3 (right panels), we produce a pseudo-“brick wall” run. Nearly all of the original terrain has
decimated by impacts. This run shows the difficulty this scenario has in reproducing the observed HED
and H-chondrite age distributions from Fig. 1; one can readily find 40Ar-39Ar impact ages 3.5-4.1 Gyr
ago, but at the expense of the most ancient 40Ar-39Ar ages.

Figure S2. Results of our terrains evolution code. The upper panels are snapshots of the end of the
simulations (arbitrary units). The simulations have 100, 600, 4000 craters from left to right,
respectively. Circles indicate the reset area for each impact, and they are color-coded from older (dark
blue) to younger (light blue) events. The distributions correspond to the impact times (red curve) and
recorded impact ages at the end of the simulations (blue curve). We set the background grey area to an
age of t=0 Gyr, while the impact flux starts at t=0.1 Gyr.
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Note that the simulations reported in Fig. S2 assumed all impacts produce 40Ar-39Ar reset ages. In a
more realistic simulation, we would also include the destructive effects of non-resetting or “normal”
collisions, which make up the majority of all impacts striking our asteroid's surface. Normal impacts
should (i) redistribute, (ii) erode, and (iii) destroy rocks with 40Ar-39Ar ages. This should create a bias
favoring younger rocks, with the strength of the bias dependent on the relative (and unknown)
efficiencies of (i)-(iii). Accordingly, this would provide another means for flattening the 40Ar-39Ar age
distributions away from an exponential.
Interestingly, the heavily craters terrains in the northern hemisphere of Vesta are close to or possibly in
crater saturation (36). Assuming Rheasilvia terrains had a similar spatial density of craters prior to the
basin's formation, this could indicate that non-resetting impacts did not significantly destroy the rocks
with 40Ar-39Ar reset ages.
4. Hydrocode simulations of impact heating.
We used the hydrocode iSALE coupled with the ANEOS (78) equation of state for basalt to model
crater formation and shock heating of target material on Vesta for impacts at different velocities. We
assumed a half-space target with the gravity of Vesta. iSALE is based on the original two-step
Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (SALE) hydrocode (79) and has been developed by several
authors (for a brief description of the history of development of the code see 46). The code is well
tested against laboratory experiments and other hydrocode simulations (80). We used a tracer
(massless) particle technique to record maximum shock compression which allow us to calculate the
volume of material shock-heated to or above the reference temperature (Fig. S3). We used in all models
a resolution of 40 cells per projectile radius (40 CPPR) which has been shown in previous studies to be
sufficient (error < 10%) to determine the volume of material heated to a certain temperature (81).
Simulations were run until the final craters were formed. We assume a simple strength model according
to a Drucker -Prager model where shear strength Y is a linear function of pressure P: Y=min(Yc+fP,
Ymax), where Yc is cohesion at zero pressure (Yc=70 KPa), f is the coefficient of friction (f=0.7), and
Ymax is the maximum shear strength at infinite pressure (Ymax=1.5 GPa). However, it is assumed that
shear strength has only a minor effect on shock decay and, thus, shock heating of the target. We neglect
porosity in our models because HEDs have low porosity (<15%; 82); however, substantial porosity
may increase the volume of material heated to a given temperature (81). Note, our simplified 2D
approach to approximate an actually 3D problem is only accurate to some degree; however, the
approach has been used in several studies before (the effect of impact angle on shock heating has been
studied, for instance, in 33,83).
We also tracked the location of the heated material (Fig. S3). For V=7 km/s, all the material heated
above 1000 K is ejected from the crater, while for V=14, 21, 28 km/s, about half of the heated material
goes in the ejecta blanket, with the rest left at the bottom of the crater. This indicates that under the
right conditions, 40Ar-39Ar reset can occur both in the ejecta blanket and in the crater floor. The cooling
time of the two regions, however, may differ, with hot ejecta often spread over a larger area than that of
a crater floor. Thus, being all other parameters the same, the ejecta outside the crater should cool down
more rapidly than the crater floor.
Finally, we briefly investigated with dedicated simulations the effects of the impactor size to the postimpact temperature and pressure profiles finding that they scale almost linearly with depth (see Fig.
S3).
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Figure S3. Post-impact temperature and pressure profiles obtained via iSALE. The curve are computed
for a 10 km projectile hitting Vesta at different impact velocities V sim. Impacts are simulated at 90 deg,
and the effect of the most likely impact angle of 45 deg has been approximated by assuming V sim is the
vertical component of the impact velocity V (83). The impact velocity (V) used in our simulations is
shown in the panels. Vertical dashed lines indicate the excavation depth (computed as 1/3 rd of the
transient depth, 84). Cyan lines highlight the regions comprised between the excavation and transient
depth, corresponding to material compacted at the bottom of the crater. Note that the depth scales
almost linearly with the impactor's diameter.

5. Impact velocities of asteroids that can strike Vesta and the Moon.
In Fig. S4, we show a comparison between the mean impact velocities of objects capable of striking the
Moon vs. those that can hit Vesta. We find that most objects that can hit Vesta with mean impact
velocities V>10 km/s can also strike the Earth-Moon system. As discussed in the main text, this may
explain why the 40Ar-39Ar ages of the HEDs and H-chondrites share certain similarities with those 40Ar39
Ar ages derived from ancient lunar samples brought back by the Apollo astronauts as well as impact
melt clasts found in lunar meteorites.
The full impact velocity distribution of asteroids capable of striking Vesta before and after late giant
planet migration (assumed to be at 4.1 Gyr ago) is shown in Fig. S5. The distributions look similar to
one another because the vast majority of all impacts on Vesta between 3.5-4.55 Gyr ago come from
asteroids residing in the main asteroid belt. The main difference is found in the high velocity tail
produced after late giant planet migration, when interactions with resonances have pushed many
impactors out of the main belt and onto planet-crossing orbits.
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Figure S4. Impact velocity contour plots as a function of semimajor axis a and eccentricity e for
objects striking the Moon and Vesta. (a) Using the methods described in (28), we computed the impact
velocity distributions for a grid of test bodies in (a, e, i) space and the Moon. Here the test bodies were
given i = 10 deg. The contours represent the mean impact velocities (units of km/s). The dashed blue
lines represent the (a, e) parameters needed to reach a Vesta-crossing orbit. The black dots represent
about hundred thousand of main belt asteroids in proper (a,e). Vesta is the red dot. (b) For comparison,
we show the impact velocity contours with Vesta from Fig. 3. These results indicate that most bodies
capable of striking Vesta and the Moon at the same time end up either world at V>10 km/s, though
impact velocities on the Moon are generally higher than those on Vesta.
Figure S5. The impact velocity distributions of asteroids hitting
Vesta before and after late giant planet migration at 4.1 Gyr ago,
often referred to as the late heavy bombardment (LHB). The plots
were calculated according to the description in the Methods
section and the caption of Fig. 4. The red and blue curves
correspond to the combined impact velocity distributions found
between primordial main belt asteroids and Vesta for 4.1-4.55
Gyr ago (Pre-LHB) and 3.5-4.1 Gyr ago (LHB). The (a) and (b)
plots are the same except for the y-axis, which is linear and log,
respectively. The plots have been normalized so the sum under
them is 1. The mean velocities of the pre-LHB and LHB
distributions are 4.67 and 5.23 km/s, respectively. These values
are similar because most impacts come from asteroids residing
on stable orbits within the main belt zone. The main differences
between the red and blue plots is at V>10 km/s; 0.2% and 11% of
all projectiles hit at these velocities, respectively.
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